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Abstract
The two-parameter RG flow diagramme [1] is used for obtaining
the magnetic field dependence of localisation length Lc(B) for charged
particles in 2D random potential at low disorder and weak magnetic
fields B. The result reproduces the periodic singularities of Lc(B) .
Introduction
This short note represents a further development of the old paper by this
author [2] (see also the comment [3]). A prediction has been made in Ref
[2] and [3] that the charged particles in a two-dimensional random potential
and weak perpendicular magnetic field B experience delocalisation at the
1
energy corresponding their chemical potential EF and particular values of
the field. It had not been noticed then that the same two-parameter RG flow
diagramme of Ref [1], which is the basis of the conclusion in Ref [2], allows
to obtain a general form of the field dependence of localisation length Lc(B).
Two-parameter Scaling
The Ref [1] was based upon the field theory [4] for two-dimensional electrons
in the random potential and magnetic field. The partition function Z of this
field theory could be expresses through the functional integral over matrices
Q, subject to the constraint Q2 = 1 :
Z =
∫
Q2=1
DQ e−F ; F =
pih¯
4e2
tr
∫
dr
{
σxx (∇Q)
2 + 2σxy Q [∂xQ, ∂yQ]
}
(1)
where the coefficients σxx and σxy in the free energy F correspond to the
values of the dissipative and Hall conductivities at the sample size of the
order of the mean free path l. The term at the front of the Hall conductivity
σxy is a topologic invariant proportional to an integer number. Therefore the
partition function Z does not change if the transformation
σxy → σxy +
e2
2pih¯
is made. Integration over fast variations of Q(r) leads to renormalization
group equations
d lnσxx
lnL
= βxx (σxx, σxy) , (2)
d lnσxy
lnL
= βxy (σxx, σxy) (3)
We know several basic properties of scaling functions βxx (σxx, σxy) and βxy (σxx, σxy):
• At σxx ≫ e
2/h¯ the function βxx (σxx, σxy) does not depend on its second
argument;
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Figure 1: The RG Flow Diagramme for Two-parameter Scaling for Localisa-
tion of a Quantum Particle in 2D Random Potential and Magnetic Field
• both functions βxx (σxx, σxy) and βxy (σxx, σxy) are periodic functions of
their second argument with period e2/2pih¯;
• The function βxx (σxx, 0) is negative at all σxx > 0
• The function βxx (σxx, e
2/4pih¯) has a fixed point at σxx = σ∗ ∼ e
2/h¯ [5].
• The function βxx is the even function of σxy, while the function βxy is
its odd function. Therefore, βxy vanishes at σxy equal to semi-integer
of e2/2pih¯
Combining these basic facts, one can conjecture the flow diagramme of the
system (2, 3) , shown in Figure 1, as it has been done in Ref[2]. It has been
shown in Ref [2] that, if the long-distance cut-off monotonically increases with
the temperature decrease, then the flow diagramme reproduces qualitatively
the Integer Quantum Hall Phenomenology.
3
“Levitation” of Extended States
The RG-equations (2, 3) with the flow diagramme of Figure 1 allows to treat
Anderson Localisation in the limit of classically weak magnetic magnetic
fields Ωτ ≪ 1 [2],[3], where Ω = eB/mc is the cyclotron frequency and τ is
transport mean free time. In this limit the dissipative conductivity at short
distances σxx depends on magnetic field weakly and could be considered a
constant
σxx =
e2
2pih¯
g, g ≫ 1. (4)
As for Hall conductivity σxy ,
σxy = Ωτ σxx =
e2
2pih¯
g Ωτ (5)
According to the flow diagramme, all states of electrons are localised but
those for which σxy, given by Eq (5), equals to odd semi-integer e
2/2pih¯.
Therefore, if σxy = (e
2/4pih¯)(2n + 1), the level of the chemical potential EF
of electrons coincides with the n-th delocalised state. Since σxy decreases
with decreasing the fields B, the energy En of the n-th delocalised state
increases as
En =
h¯
Ωτ 2
(
n+
1
2
)
(6)
This prediction is called “levitation1 of extended states” with decreasing of
magnetic field.
New Result
The point, overlooked in previous publications, is that the same flow dia-
gramme allows to find out dependence of localisation length Lc on magnetic
field B. If g ≫ 1 the functions βxy are small at almost all relevant values
of σxx but at the very end of renormalization. This leads to factorization of
1This word is suggested by R.B.Laughlin
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dependences of localisation length Lc on σxx and σxy. As the result
Lc(B) ≈ l F (Ω τ g) exp
[
pi2
2
g2
]
, (7)
where F (x) ≥ 1, universal periodic function with period one. This function
is equal to unity (F (x) = 1) at all integer values of the argument x and has
an infinite singularity at semi-integer values.
Conclusion
Magnetic field dependence of localisation length Lc(B) in Eq (7) strongly
resembles dependence of the gap in one-dimensional metal as a function of
the number of electrons per unit cell [6], despite the RG in 1D problem is very
different. It remains to be found whether this similarity means existence of an
actual mapping of one of the problem on the other or exhibits a coincidence.
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